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ilemeccanica, from Treviso, north-east
Italy, is experiencing further success
with the installation of a new line at the

premises of RB Glass, of Asti. This is the third in
just over a year, after those for Vetreria SAV 2000,
of San Donà di Piave, Venice, and Sangalli Vetro,
Monte Sant’Angelo, Foggia. During this period,
Silemeccanica has also gained an order for a
new high-speed line for the laminating of glass
sheets of 2,600 x 5,100 millimetres maximum,
that stands out for its high performance as well
as working flexibility, the strong point of all
Silemeccanica’s machines.

This incredible response from the market has
been made possible thanks to the personalization
of Silmeccanica’s lines, that are designed as per
ad hoc solutions, on the basis of client demands
and needs, with different structures, dimensions
and lengths, in order to exploit to the full the
available space and production typology. Each
line is continuously undergoing evolution, with
new solutions and automation, with the aim of
increasing more and more the production and
quality of the finished product. The most recent
innovation, in this respect, is the traceability sys-
tem for the CE certification of laminated glass.

After only 10 years from its founding, Silemeccanica is already a
leader in the manufacture of laminating glass lines. This article takes a

look at the recent examples of these lines, giving details on the
machinery involved, as well as functions and benefits. These include

stainless steel washing machines and furnaces with controlled radiance
and temperature, special “parking” modules positioned along the line,

elimination of down times and, thus, increased productivity.

Alessandro Grando*
SILEMECCANICA
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Silemeccanica does not believe in simplify-
ing its machinery, offering lighter lines, remov-
ing quality and speed to enter the market, just by
exploiting its name and trademark. On the con-
trary, the company wants to make its machines
known for their innovations and the important
features they have.

WASHING
Perfect washing is made possible thanks to

Silemeccanica’s experience gained in the double
glazing sector. In fact, the company has been
manufacturing these lines for several years.
Silemeccanica’s washing machines are made
entirely of stainless steel and are equipped with:
• a pre-washing module with high pressure

water jets; 
• six brushes with a diameter of 180 millime-

tres and specific motor; 
• three tanks with recirculation system (pumps

and filters); 
• six air jets from a 22Kw high pressure venti-

lator; 
• motorized opening up to 500 millimetres; 
• infrared bar to remove drops of residual

humidity that can form when washing large
sized glass sheets; and

• antistatic bar to remove even the smallest par-
ticles of dust.

ELIMINATION OF DOWN TIMES
Down times during the transport of the glass

from one working area to another have been
eliminated thanks to “parking” modules installed
at key points of the production cycle. These,
combined with special inverter motor-reducers
that speed up the transfer, considerably increase
productivity. Moreover, the transport rollers of
the trucks are equipped with OR rings in materi-
al that does not leave marks on the glass surface.

PAIRING OF THE GLASS SHEETS
Glass sheets are paired with accuracy up to a

tenth of a millimetre, since the squaring of the
glass in zero position is carried out by means of
an alignment system with special belts and
rollers. The movement of the suction cup trans-
fer is fast and precise, thanks to special guides
and runners that eliminate oscillation. Pairing of
the glass sheets is perfectly in axis thanks to the
mechanical stroke, which starts up and stops the
transfer always in the same position, with very

high perfection margins, another tried and test-
ed method that comes from the experience of
Silemeccanica regarding insulating glass lines.

AUTOMATIC UNCOILING, LAYING, AND
CUTTING OF PVB 

Automatic uncoiling, laying, and cutting of
PVB are carried out in special uncoilers with
four (or more, up to 16) in-line rollers motorized
singularly. All rollers for the retrieval of the off-
set (in the case that interleaf PVB is used) are
also motorized, thus all rolls of PVB are ready
to be used and no time is wasted in the choice of
a roll. The laying of the PVB can be carried out
manually or automatically with special systems
equipped with clamps, while the cutting of the
length of the PVB is carried out by means of
automatic cutters with an automatic command
(if automatic laying is foreseen), or manual by
means of a special pedal. Loading and unload-
ing operations of the PVB rolls on the uncoiler
are facilitated by means of an electric crane.

TRIMMING
Trimming needs only one operator thanks to

the trimming module equipped with a special
system for small glass sizes. This module is
made up of a work surface with wheels that can
be raised up by means of a pedal-controlled
pneumatic mechanism that simplifies trimming.

VACUUM SACK
Operations using the vacuum sack system are

carried out on an iron table, with specific con-
formed paint, and surface for the support of the

Laminating
line - transfer
zone
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PVB in specific plastic, equipped with wheels
for movement. The table is also equipped with a
structure in painted iron to “hang up” the PVB
sheets already cut and prepared for laying;

FURNACES WITH VENTILATION AND
TEMPERATURE RADIANCE CONTROL

The heating area is made up of a pre-furnace
of two metres and by a second double furnace
of four metres (with two modules). On request,
the pre-furnace can be lengthened to three
metres and the second furnace to triple six
metres (with three modules). The heating area
is equipped with 32 (or more, according to the
length of the furnace) medium-wave, IR quartz
lamps with gold reflectors (total power of 160
Kw). Each furnace module is equipped with
ventilator and air-lock, and maintains the tem-
perature constant in all areas of the furnace, so
as to have uniform heating over the glass sur-
face. The furnaces are controlled singularly by
PLC, with a system to control the temperature
and glass presence, to optimize to the utmost

the work phases and energy savings. The choke
system of the power, and of switching on/off of
the lamps independently, enables the process-
ing of special glass types (low-E for example)
for a more flexible production.

PRESSING
The two presses are made up of stainless steel

rollers (300 millimetre diameter) covered in
special rubber (80 Sh resistance), designed
especially to avoid the formation of air bubbles
between the glass sheets and the PVB film. The
result is perfect pressing of any type of glass and
any size thanks to the anti-torsion system that
applies a uniform pressure on all the length of
the presses. It is, therefore, not necessary to
position small glass sheets centrally; pressing
force of the presses (200 Kg/cm2) is optimized
and calibrated singularly and automatically by
means of a PLC; the input of pressing and heat-
ing parameters is facilitated by a series of pre-
defines recipes. ■
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Minimum glass dimensions 400 x 700mm

Maximum glass dimensions 2,600 x 4,500mm

Glass thickness 3 ∏ 19mm

Maximum thickness of assembled panel 60mm

Height of work surface 950mm

Tension/frequency 400V/50Hz

Total furnace power 210KW

Force of pressing 200 Kg/cm2

Maximum working speed of heating
and pressing area 8 mt/min

Maximum working speed of heating
and pressing area for tempered glass 1.2 mt/min

TECNICAL DATA - MEASUREMENTS

Detail of the
laminating
glass line


